


EDIT Napoli is an innovative design fair created to support,  
promote and celebrate a new generation of designers.



16 - 18 OCTOBER 2020
COMPLESSO MONUMENTALE
DI SAN DOMENICO MAGGIORE

NAPOLI



Over three days Naples -Mediterranean 
capital of creativity- hosts a radical 
showcase for product designers.  

e fair breaks from traditional 
format choosing to focus exclusively 
on the rise of the designer-maker  
who is at the forefront of a movement 
challenging the traditional chain  
of production and distribution  
and emerging as a powerful and 
autonomous force in contemporary 
design.  



EDIT Napoli is a fair for designers, design studios, manufacturers, artisans  
and producers with practices rooted in making.  

We don’t showcase vintage, historical design, galleries or prototypes. 



OBJECTIVES



e fair is held in the historical Complesso 

a beautiful building from the thirteenth
century in the pulsing heart of Naples - 
aiming to forge partnerships between 
exhibitors and thought leaders 
of the design world with a strong focus  
on international buyers and retailers.

Monumentale di San Domenico Maggiore -



Today, designers are expanding their  
role proposing new production models 
and adopting a self-su cient vision  
of making.  

It’s an ambitious new paradigm  
but despite the number of international 
trade fairs and exhibitions, there are  
no events focusing speci cally on such  
a selective group of producers,  
of which we want to support the success  
and growth.



EDIT Napoli scouts designers   
and makers that value quality over 
quantity.   

We showcase  collections that are 
usually produced on a small-scale,   
but could be suitable for industrial 
production.   

We encourage distinctive work with  
an emphasis on the process,  
the use and applications of materials.  
We recognise the essence of handmade 
and the value of design pieces as 
conduits of collective memory.



We nurture authenticity and uniqueness. 



LOCATION 



Bringing EDIT to Naples was a strategic 
choice. 

e city is a capital in the international 
circuit  of culture and a land  
of undisciplined visionaries navigating 
life with passion and  individuality. 

EDIT Napoli nurtures exceptional 
creativity and Naples is a surprising 
source of sensory inspiration. 
We also believe that in a globalized 
world where everything looks the same, 
creativity needs to explore alternative 
paths and Naples attracts an 
international audience that wants  
and needs to see something di erent.



Naples has a rich history of talented 
craftmanship, a powerful local 
manufacturer industry, a prestigious 
contemporary art scene and a vibrant 
community of collectors and progressive 
cultural institutions.  

Napoli has the power to create 
impossible links between people  
and stories, where anything can happen.



We make things happen
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HIGHLIGHTS FIRST EDITION 
JUNE 2019



The opening edition of EDIT Napoli closed 
its doors on Sunday 9 June, 2019, having 
attracted over 3,000 attendees to the 
Complesso di San Domenico Maggiore.
 
The event captured the attention of the design 
world and of curious design lovers, all intrigued 
by the creative excellence of the event.
60 exhibitors, including well-known designers, 
emerging talents, and established producers, 
manufacturers and artisans, chose EDIT Napoli 
to present their new products, 
original collaborations and exclusive collections. 



EXHIBITORS



401 E’ Amatrice
alcarol  
Allegra Hicks
Andrea Anastasio
ANT277 + Kiasmo
Antonio Aricò
Atelier Macramé
Atelier Max Lipsey  
B Beds 1967 + Daniele della Porta
Basaglia + Rota Nodari per FAS
BCXSY for LABORATORIO 
MORSELETTO
Bitossi Ceramiche
Blueside Emotional Design
Bottega Intreccio
Cantiere Galli Design
Ceramica Gatti
Coalesce Design Studio
Constance Guisset Studio
Copihue Floral Studio
Coralla Maiuri

De Castelli  
deamicisarchitetti
Desine
Dirk Vander Kooij
DiSé
Domenico Orefice 
Fabscarte
Ferruccio Padoa
Flatwig Studio
Formaminima
Gaetano di Gregorio
GHIDINI 1961
Hebanon Fratelli Basile 1830 
House of Ita
KANZ
Karpeta + Texturae
La Casa di Pietra  
La Fucina di Efesto  
Lithea
Made In Edit
Manufatto

Massimiliano Adami 
MOLINO NUOVO Salerno
NACSOUND
Nayef Francis Design Studio  
Nesite
Nika Zupanc 
Ovidio
Pamono
Piatto Unico  
Rometti
San Lorenzo Milano
Sarah Anne Rootert
Simone Crestani
Social Label
Spazio Materiae  
Subalterno1
Tana design +narcasa
Toni Grilo
VéVé Glass
Victoria Episcopo
Wael Farran Studio  







PREMIO



We put together a team of international design experts 
to choose the best original artwork . 

The winning collection embodied the distinctive qualities of EDIT Napoli: 
intelligent design with an emphasis on the process, 

a tie to heritage, and a sensible price.

THE COMMITEE
David Alhadeff - the Future Perfect

Giulio Cappellini - Cappellini
Esra Lemmens - The Esra Lemmens Agency

Francesco Tuccillo - Enterpreneur
Alessandro Valenti - Elle Decor Italia



BCXSY for Laboratorio Morseletto awarded 
best original product 2019

part of the BICOLORE collection, 
designed by BCXSY for Laboratorio Morseletto, 
selected "for the fruitful collaboration between 
an international design studio and an Italian 
manufacture that has been working marble 
with intelligence and sartorial care for a hundred years". 

Second mention was awarded to Massimiliano Adami: 
the Milanese designer presented a table that translates 
the theme of decoration into an interactive game. 
Manufatto received third mention for its UFO
centerpiece which combines images and forms 
in a brand new object made of fragmented memories.



Welcome to EDIT, Welcome to Napoli
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EDIT brings to Naples a wide range  
of international buyers, shop owners, 
interior designers, architects, 
developers, professionals from design 
industries and cultural institutions,  
art collectors, international press  
and design enthusiasts at large. 

We are looking ahead supporting  
the growth and success of this unique 
new generation of designers.



JOIN US

www.editnapoli.it joinus@editnapoli.com


